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摘  要 
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The folk finance obviously plays an increasing important role in our economic 
development. There's nothing subtle about it， especially when our formal financial 
institutions are pursuing for profit maximization which would lead them to leave those 
areas with low returns. The retreat of the big four financial institutions from the rural 
financial market is the very example. The absence of the fund supply in these areas 
provides folk finance a golden opportunity of development.  
However， folk finance in our country have been always being discriminated and 
couldn’t be recognized as legal units which they deserve since they are dispersion ，
blindfold and nonstandard comparing with those formal financial institutions. It confines 
the folk finance’s exertion of the comparative advantage. What’s more ，folk finance are 
likely to be seduced to stay underground and be kept out of the government’s watch which 
is absolutely bad for the development of our economy. 
An analysis of this issue is deployed through the methods of comparative analysis 
approach and evolutionary game theory. Firstly， the reasons why folk finance grows are 
given in the eyes of developed country， developing country and china respectively to 
prove that the existence of folk finance is logical and necessary. Secondly， this paper 
roots out the relationship between formal finance and folk finance by studying the history 
track of the development of folk finance which means they are not only the competitors 
but also the co-workers. And it makes a further progress in the research of their imperfect 
substituted relationship through a game model . Further more， in the interest of what are 
the key factors influencing the cooperation， this paper simulated the process of the 
cooperation between folk finance and formal finance relying to an evolutionary game 
model. Finally， take the reform of the rural financial market for example， this paper 
struggled to put forward a way to take the advantages of the combination between folk 
finance and formal finance in the condition of an obviously unbalanced rural financial 
market.  
All in all， this paper thinks that the development of folk finance can’t be forbidden. 
Only if the government give the right policy to guide folk finance ， it turns out to be a 















the government should do is to provide a good environment for both of the folk and 
formal finance to facilitate their cooperation. Thus， a system that could attract the huge 
national savings and investments by offering a competitive rate of return and then inject 
the national savings into those areas which need capital greatly should be set up. 
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1、 引  言 
1.1 选题的背景及其意义 
经济学家樊刚的一项统计研究表明，我国非国有企业的主体是中小企业，它们




















2000 年每个农户累计借入款为 1020 元，其中约 700 元来自民间借贷，约占 68.6%。
温铁军分别对东、中、西部 15 个省份的调查研究发现，民间借贷的发生率高达 95%。
张建军（2003）对广东恩平基层乡镇的 300 户农户和不同行业的 300 个企业的调查













































                                                        
① 数据来自：张建军．正规金融机构推出后的信贷市场研究：广东省恩平市个案分析[J];金融研究，2003，（7）． 
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